HAND TOOLS

TRADITION. PRODUCTIVITY. INNOVATION.

These words encompass all that we strive to incorporate into each product. That is why every year our engineers go above and beyond to collect consumer feedback, conduct quality testing and use their own vast knowledge of hand tools to improve our broad line of products. With that information put to work in the lab, we bring you our professional product line with industry-leading innovations. We work to continually design projects with superior features that will see you through to the end of your job and beyond.

In 2020 we aim to generate 81 billion impressions supporting STANLEY® and FATMAX® products.
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STANLEY® and the STANLEY® logo are registered trademarks of Stanley Black & Decker, Inc. or one of its affiliates, and are used under license.

STANLEY FATMAX® and the STANLEY FATMAX® logo are registered trademarks of Stanley Black & Decker, Inc. or one of its affiliates, and are used under license.
## Limited Lifetime Warranty

Limited lifetime warranty against original defects in materials and workmanship for home use. The warranty of this product is covered by Bond Manufacturing Co., Inc.
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**Polyfusion Technology®**
Combines smart compounds making this hose lightweight and strong

**Max Flow Technology**
Dual rib inner core allows for continuous flow

**ExoJacket Technology®**
Durable outer woven fabric acts as a shield to protect inner core tubing

- 500 PSI • 5/8 IN. Diameter
- Field serviceable couplings simply repair and use again
- Fully Prop 65 compliant

### U.S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 FT</td>
<td>BDS7388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 FT</td>
<td>BDS7389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 FT</td>
<td>BDS7390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 FT</td>
<td>BDS7391</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GLOBAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 M</td>
<td>BDS7392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 M</td>
<td>BDS7393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 M</td>
<td>BDS7394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 M</td>
<td>BDS7395</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 34 BAR • 12MM Diameter
- Built-in shut off valve allows for quick connect and disconnect
ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES

DUPONT

KEVLAR

THE ULTIMATE IN STRENGTH & DURABILITY

STANLEY

FATMAX

EXO JACKET

STANLEY

FATMAX
Polyfusion® Technology
Combines smart compounds making this hose lightweight and strong

Max Flow Technology
Dual rib inner core allows for continuous flow

ExoJacket® Technology
Durable outer woven fabric acts as a shield to protect inner core tubing

• 500 PSI • 5/8 IN. Diameter
• Field serviceable couplings simply repair and use again
• Fully Prop 65 compliant

U.S.

50 FT BDS2571

GLOBAL

• 34 BAR • 12MM Diameter
• Built-in shut off valve allows for quick connect and disconnect

15 M BDS7393
ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES

STANLEY®

FATMAX®

PolyFusion® Technology
Ultimate Weather Performance
500 PSI Burst Strength
AntiKink® Technology
PROFESSIONAL GARDEN HOSE

YELLOW HOSES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 FT</td>
<td>BDS6649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 FT</td>
<td>BDS6650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 FT</td>
<td>BDS6651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 FT</td>
<td>BDS6652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 FT</td>
<td>BDS6653</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BLACK HOSES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 FT</td>
<td>BDS6649B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 FT</td>
<td>BDS6650B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 FT</td>
<td>BDS6651B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 FT</td>
<td>BDS6652B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 FT</td>
<td>BDS6653B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• 500 PSI • 5/8 IN. Diameter
• Field serviceable couplings simply repair and use again
• Fully Prop 65 compliant

U.S.

Polyfusion® Technology
Combines smart compounds making this hose lightweight and strong

Ultimate Weather Performance
Provides outstanding performance with temperatures in hot and cold climates

Anti Kink® Technology
Simply let hose untwist and pull to where the hose is needed

GLOBAL

YELLOW HOSES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 M</td>
<td>BDS7337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 M</td>
<td>BDS7338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 M</td>
<td>BDS7339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 M</td>
<td>BDS7340</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BLACK HOSES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 M</td>
<td>BDS7337B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 M</td>
<td>BDS7338B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 M</td>
<td>BDS7339B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 M</td>
<td>BDS7340B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• 34 BAR • 12MM Diameter
• Built-in shut off valve allows for quick connect and disconnect
FATMAX® PROFESSIONAL HOT WATER HOSE

Polyfusion® Technology
Combines smart compounds making this hose lightweight and strong

Hot Water Performance
Provides outstanding performance even in temperatures up to 198°F / 92°C

AntiKink® Technology
Simply let hose untwist and pull to where the hose is needed

- 500 PSI
- 5/8 IN. OR 3/4 IN. Diameter
- Ultimate weather performance
- Patented faucet and accessory ready connections
- Fully Prop 65 compliant

GLOBAL

- 34 BAR
- 12 MM. OR 19 MM. Diameter
- Ultimate weather performance
- Built-in shut off valve allows for quick connect and disconnect

U.S.

5/8 IN.   3/4 IN.
25 FT   BDS7936   BDS7940
50 FT   BDS7937   BDS7941
75 FT   BDS7938   BDS7942
100 FT  BDS7939  BDS7943

12.7 MM   19 MM
10 M   BDS7953   BDS7965
15 M   BDS7954   BDS7966
20 M   BDS7955   BDS7967
30 M   BDS7956   BDS7968
Round Point Shovel BDS8058
Square Head Shovel BDS8059
Bow Rake BDS7136T
Garden Hoe BDS7227T
Trenching Shovel BDS7138T
Springback Rake BDS7238T
Manure Fork BDS7240T

- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel heads
- Vibration reduction collar
- 32mm Fiberglass handle
- Steel socket reinforcement

ControlGrip®
Rounded end grip allows for endless grip positions for added strength and control

Non-Slip Forward Grip
Allows for an added grip to maintain control and efficiency while digging, raking or pushing product

Tubed Steel Shank
Reinforces the fiberglass handle construction adding strength and durability
Oversized Grip Fits Gloved Hands

Fiberglass D-Handle

Stanley Fatmax

Ergonomic ProGrip
Vibration Reduction

Always Wear Safety Goggles
FIBERGLASS D HANDLE

- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel heads
- Vibration reduction collar
- 32mm Fiberglass handle
- Steel socket reinforcement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Round Point Shovel</td>
<td>BDS8060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square Head Shovel</td>
<td>BDS8061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden Fork</td>
<td>BDS7139T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain Shovel</td>
<td>BDS7231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ergonomic ProGrip**
Handle helps to reduce wrist strain and align applied force with the tool head.

**Vibration Reduction Collar**
Rubber collar between fiberglass pole and steel head reduces vibration from ground friction.

**Tubed Steel Shank**
Reinforces the fiberglass handle construction adding strength and durability.
Round Point Shovel BDS8062
Square Head Shovel BDS8063
Bow Rake BDS7142T
Garden Hoe BDS7144T
Trenching Shovel BDS7229T
Manure Fork BDS7241

- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel heads
- Vibration reduction collar
- Contoured hardwood handle
- Steel socket reinforcement

ControlGrip®
Rounded end grip allows for endless grip positions for added strength and control

Non-Slip Forward Grip
Allows for an added grip to maintain control and efficiency while digging, raking or pushing product

Tubed Steel Shank
Reinforces the fiberglass handle construction adding strength and durability
ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES

OVERSIZED GRIP FITS GLOVED HANDS

ASHWOOD D-HANDLE

STANLEY®

FATMAX®

Ergonomic ProGrip
Vibration Reduction

ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES
Round Point Shovel BDS8064
Square Head Shovel BDS8065
Garden Fork BDS7230T
Grain Shovel BDS7145T

- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel heads
- Vibration reduction collar
- Contoured hardwood handle
- Steel socket reinforcement

**Ergonomic ProGrip**
Handle helps to reduce wrist strain and align applied force with the tool head

**Vibration Reduction Collar**
Rubber collar between fiberglass pole and steel head reduces vibration from ground friction

**Tubed Steel Shank**
Reinforces the fiberglass handle construction adding strength and durability
FIBERGLASS LONG HANDLE

STANLEY® FATMAX® XTREME™

ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES
### XTREME FIBERGLASS LONG HANDLE

**Ergonomic ProGrip**
Handle helps to reduce wrist strain and align applied force with the tool head

**Vibration Reduction Collar**
Rubber collar between fiberglass pole and steel head reduces vibration from ground friction

**Tubed Steel Shank**
Reinforces the fiberglass handle construction adding strength and durability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BDS7137T</th>
<th>BDS7149T</th>
<th>BDS7143T</th>
<th>BDS7135T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Round Point Shovel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square Head Shovel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• Oversized single bridge foot step increases force to ground
• 14 Gauge heat treated steel heads
• Vibration reduction collar
• 32mm Fiberglass handle
• Tube steel socket reinforcement

**ControlGrip®**
Rounded end grip allows for endless grip positions for added strength and control

**Non-Slip Forward Grip**
Allows for an added grip to maintain control and efficiency while digging, raking or pushing product

**Tubed Steel Shank**
Reinforces the fiberglass handle construction adding strength and durability
ASHWOOD LONG HANDLE

STANLEY® FATMAX® XTREME™

ControlGrip® Vibration Reduction

MULTIPLE GRIP POSITIONS
Ergonomic ProGrip
Handle helps to reduce wrist strain and align applied force with the tool head

Vibration Reduction Collar
Rubber collar between fiberglass pole and steel head reduces vibration from ground friction

Tubed Steel Shank
Reinforces the fiberglass handle construction adding strength and durability

Round Point Shovel BDS7143T
Square Head Shovel BDS7150T

Round Point Shovel BDS7140T
Square Head Shovel BDS7141T

- Oversized single bridge foot step increases force to ground
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel heads
- Vibration reduction collar
- Contoured hardwood handle
- Tube steel socket reinforcement

ControlGrip®
Rounded end grip allows for endless grip positions for added strength and control

Non-Slip Forward Grip
Allows for an added grip to maintain control and efficiency while digging, raking or pushing product

Tubed Steel Shank
Reinforces the fiberglass handle construction adding strength and durability
**GRIPOHOO**® BYPASS PRUNER

- Forged steel blade with titanium carbo-nitride (TiCN) coating provides strength and retains sharpness
- Innovative hook design keeps branches in place during cutting
- Comfort molded grip
- Secure lock button easily protects the blade when not in use
- 1 IN / 2.54 CM Cutting capacity

**GRIPOHOO**® DESIGN KEEPS BRANCHES IN THEIR PLACE

1 IN
2.54 CM
Cutting Capacity

Anti-Slip Griphook®

1 IN
2.54 CM

STANLEY
FATMAX

ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES
• Forged steel blade with Titanium Carbo-Nitride (TiCN) coating provides strength and retains sharpness
• Innovative hook design keeps branches in place during cutting
• SyncDrive® Technology provides more cutting force than non-gear loppers
• 2 IN / 5.08 CM Cutting capacity
BOW SAW

- Comfort molded grip
- 24 IN / 60.96 CM Removable blade

NEW

PROFESSIONAL
CHOP SAW

- Serrated top edge for sawing
- Curved front blade for clearing
- Rubber grip for a secure hold
- Riveted nylon sheath
- Arm lanyard

PROFESSIONAL CHOP SAW
BDS6594-3

ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES
**ULTIMATE DIGGING KNIFE**

- Offset handle protects hand and provides leverage
- V-Channel weed puller
- Tempered steel head
- Depth gauge
- Serrated edge cuts sod
- Fully welded construction
- Ergonomic TPR grip
- Reinforced sheath with belt loop

**ULTIMATE GARDEN HOE**

- V-Channel weed puller
- Scooping front tool cultivates soil
- Narrow axe on opposite side
- High impact polymer handle
- Heat treated cast construction
- TPR grip
HOSE ENDS
**8 PATTERN HEAVY DUTY NOZZLE BDS7496**
- 7 Selectable patterns: jet, shower, fan, cone, center, mist, flat and soaker
- Durable ABS body with TPR comfort grip
- Zinc alloy inner core
- Nylon double injection trigger
- Hot water safe

**HEAVY DUTY ADJUSTABLE 3 WAY NOZZLE BDS7497**
- Adjustable spray from fine mist to powerful jet stream
- Durable ABS body with TPR comfort grip
- Zinc alloy inner core
- Nylon double injection trigger
- Hot water safe

**2 PIECE WATERING COMBO PACK BDS7811**
- Combo includes: BDS7496 8 Pattern heavy duty nozzle and BDS7497 Heavy duty adjustable 3 way nozzle
7 PATTERN HEAVY DUTY NOZZLE BDS6707

- 7 Selectable patterns: shower, mist, cone, fan, full, flat, vertical
- Durable ABS body with TPR comfort grip
- Zinc alloy inner core
- Nylon double injection trigger

3 WAY HEAVY DUTY NOZZLE BDS6708

- Adjustable from fine mist to powerful stream
- Durable ABS body with TPR comfort grip
- Zinc alloy inner core
- Nylon double injection trigger

9 PATTERN ERGONOMIC NOZZLE BDS6705

- 9 Selectable patterns: mist, soaker, flat, shower, angle, center, fan, cone, jet
- Ergonomic design nozzle provides great comfort and ease of use
- Durable ABS body with TPR comfort grip
- Zinc alloy inner core
- Flow control shut-off for easy adjustment

3 WAY ERGONOMIC NOZZLE BDS6706

- Adjustable spray from fine mist to powerful jet stream
- Ergonomic design nozzle provides great comfort and ease of use
- Durable ABS body with TPR comfort grip
- Flow control shut-off for easy adjustment
10 Pattern Spray Nozzle BDS6703
- 10 Selectable patterns: jet, rinse, cone, fan, center, angle, shower, flat, soaker, mist
- Durable ABS body with TPR comfort grip
- Zinc alloy inner core

3 Way Adjustable Nozzle BDS6704
- Adjustable from fine mist to powerful jet stream
- Durable ABS body with TPR comfort grip
- Zinc alloy inner core

8 Pattern Spray Nozzle BDS7444
- 8 Selectable patterns: mist, flood, shower, flat, full cone, center and jet
- Comfortable non-slip grip
- Adjustable flow limiter
- Lock for continuous spray
- Lightweight

3 Way Adjustable Nozzle BDS7445
- Adjustable from fine mist to powerful jet stream
- Comfortable non-slip grip
- Adjustable flow limiter
- Lock for continuous spray
- Lightweight
10 PATTERN ERGONOMIC NOZZLE BDS7448

- 10 Selectable patterns: jet, rinse, cone, fan, center, angle, shower, flat, soaker, mist
- Durable ABS construction with TPR overlay
- Insulated comfort grip
- Ergonomic thumb control

ADJUSTABLE ERGONOMIC NOZZLE BDS7449

- Adjustable from fine mist to powerful stream
- Durable ABS construction with TPR overlay
- Insulated comfort grip
- Non-corrosive zinc base
- Ergonomic thumb control

HYDRALITE 6 PATTERN SMARTNOZZLE™ BDS7550

- Push button smart trigger
- 6 Patterns: shower, vertical, power jet, cone, jet & mist
- Helmet grade material
- Non-metallic material won’t damage delicate surfaces like decks or boat gel-coat
- Heavy duty lightweight construction makes for easy and reliable watering

HYDRALITE 3 PATTERN SMARTNOZZLE™ BDS7558

- Push button smart trigger
- 3 Patterns: shower, power jet and mist
- Helmet grade material
- Non-metallic material won’t damage delicate surfaces like decks or boat gel-coat
- Heavy duty lightweight construction makes for easy and reliable watering
3 WAY INDUSTRIAL NOZZLE BDS7450
- Adjustable from fine mist to powerful stream
- 3-Way spray nozzle
- Locking clip allows continuous spray
- Durable zinc alloy body with TPR overlay
- Hot water safe

4.5 IN. / 11.43 CM TWIST ADJUSTABLE NOZZLE BDS7457
- Adjustable from fine mist to powerful stream
- Insulated rubber coating for enhanced grip
- Zinc alloy system

18 IN. / 45.7 CM SMARTNOZZLE™ WATER WAND BDS7559
- 3 Selectable patterns: shower, jet and mist
- Heavy duty lightweight construction makes for easy and reliable watering
- Push button smart trigger

20 IN. / 50.8 CM SPRAY WATER WAND BDS6711
- 5 Selectable patterns: power wash, rinse, full, shower, soaker
- Aluminium tube

30 IN. / 76.2 CM SOFT SPRAY WATER WAND BDS6712
- 5 Selectable patterns: power wash, rinse, full, shower, soaker
- Aluminium tube
- Comfortable foam grip

8 PATTERN TELESCOPIC WATER WAND BDS7502
- 8 Selectable patterns:
  - Aluminium tube
  - Comfortable foam grip
HOSE END COMBOS

3 PIECE WATERING COMBO PACK BDS6802

- 20 IN. / 50.8 CM 5 Pattern Spray Water Wand (BDS6711)
- 7 Pattern Heavy Duty Nozzle (BDS6707)
- 3 Way Heavy Duty Nozzle (BDS6708)

FATMAX® 2 PIECE WATERING COMBO PACK BDS7811

- 8 Pattern Heavy Duty Nozzle (BDS7496)
- Heavy Duty Adjustable 3 Way Nozzle (BDS7497)
HOSE END COMBOS

2 PIECE NOZZLE COMBO PACK BDS6805
• 10 Pattern Spray Nozzle (BDS6703)
• 3 Way Adjustable Nozzle (BDS6704)

PROSERIES 2 PIECE ERGONOMIC NOZZLE COMBO PACK BDS6806
• 9 Pattern Ergonomic Spray Nozzle (BDS6705)
• 3 Way Ergonomic Spray Nozzle (BDS6706)

3 PIECE NOZZLE COMBO PACK BDS7458
• 6 Pattern rear trigger nozzle
• Rear trigger adjustable nozzle
• 4.5 IN. / 11.43 CM Twist nozzle

2 PIECE NOZZLE COMBO PACK BDS7459
• 7 Pattern rear trigger nozzle
• Rear trigger adjustable nozzle
ACCUSCAPE® HOSE ENDS

18 HOLE OSCILLATING SPRINKLER BDS7460
- Adjustable side to side coverage
- Covers up to 3200 sq. feet / 297.29 sq. m.
- Aluminium spray tube
- Powerful gear train
- Solid brass jets

15 HOLE OSCILLATING SPRINKLER BDS7462
- Constructed of high impact ABS
- Adjustable side to side coverage
- Covers up to 2000 sq. feet / 185.81 sq. m.

3 ARM WHIRLING SPRINKLER BDS7464
- Adjustable coverage spray tips
- Impact-resistant ABS construction
- ABS swivel coupling

OSCILLATING SPRINKLER BDS7461
- Adjustable side to side coverage
- ABS plastic base
- Covers up to 2500 sq. feet / 232.26 sq. m.
- Variable settings

IMPULSE SPRINKLER BDS7463
- Adjustable pulsating coverage
- Constructed of high impact ABS

9 FUNCTION TURRET SPRINKLER BDS7470
- 9 Different spray patterns
- Constructed of high impact ABS
DELCHE IMPULSE SPRINKLER BDS6716

- Adjustable from partial to full circle
- Durable ABS construction
- Water coverage up to 2700 sq. feet / 250.83 sq. m.

DELUXE 2 PATTERN ROTARY SPRINKLER BDS6717

- 2 Selectable patterns: fan and mist
- Durable ABS construction
- Water coverage up to 3000 sq. feet / 278.71 sq. m.

DELUXE PULSATING SPRINKLER BDS7469

- Step spike for more leverage
- Adjustable from partial to full circle
- Constructed of heavy duty non-corrosive zinc and ABS
**ACCUSCAPE® HOSE ENDS**

**ADJUSTABLE LCD WATER TIMER BDS7468**
- Use for garden watering, mist cooling & micro dripping applications
- Easy to install & program
- Simple LCD programs with frequency setting from 1 minute to 99 days & run time setting from 5 seconds to 99 hours
- Manual on watering feature from 1 minute to 99 hours

**2-IN-1 SPRINKLER NOZZLE BDS7512**
- 3 Patterns: shower, mist and jet plus sprinkler pattern
- Lightweight ABS with TPR and rubber accents
- Covers up to 710 sq. feet / 66 sq. m.

**PREMIUM HOSE NOZZLE BDS7452**
- Adjusts from extra wide spray to heavy stream
- Heavy duty rubber material

**AQUASMART WATER TIMER BDS7467**
- Soft touch easy dial operation
- Replaces broken or leaking hose couplings without restricting water flow
- Timer can be set for up to 2 hours of continuous watering

**FIREMAN HOSE NOZZLE BDS7453**
- Adjusts from extra wide spray to heavy stream
- Pull lever allows continuous spray
- Insulated comfort grip
- Non-corrosive body
DELUXE FATMAX® HOSE REEL BDS7980

- Swivels 180 degrees to increase your working area
- Mounting hardware included
- Different mounting modes for whatever suits your workplace
- Retracting system for automatically recoiling hose
- Includes 65' Polyfusion Professional Water Hose
- Optional stand

HOSE REEL BDS7471

- Fits hose size up to 100 feet / 30.48 m
- Simple click and lock assembly

AUTOMATIC HOSE REEL BDS6620

- Swivels 180 degrees to increase your working area
- Mounting hardware included
- Different mounting modes for whatever suits your workplace
- Retracting system for automatically recoiling hose

HOSE REEL BDS7471P

- 27 Pieces per pallet

ACCUSCAPE® HOSE ENDS
4 WAY HOSE CONNECTOR BDS6715
- Connects 4 hoses to one faucet
- Adjustable on/off switch
- High impact ABS construction

DELUXE HOSE SHUT OFF CONNECTOR BDS6713
- Soft protective cap
- Heavy duty die-cast metal body

2 IN. / 5.08 CM METAL SWEEPER NOZZLE BDS7455
- Durable die-cast metal construction
- Powerful jet spray pattern
- Rubber grip

COMPRESSION HOSE MENDER BDS7479
- Aluminium cap
- ½ in. 12mm

BRASS COMPRESSION HOSE MENDER BDS7480
- ½ in. 12mm

POLY COMPRESSION HOSE MENDER BDS7481
- ½ in. 12mm
ACCUSCAPE® HOSE ENDS

ALUMINIUM QUICK CONNECTOR WITH WATER STOP BDS7473
- Aluminium cap
- ½ in. 12mm

ALUMINIUM QUICK CONNECTOR WITH FLOW THROUGH BDS7476
- Aluminium cap
- ½ in. 12mm

POLY QUICK CONNECTOR WITH WATER STOP BDS7475
- ½ in. 12mm

POLY QUICK CONNECTOR WITH FLOW THROUGH BDS7478
- ½ in. 12mm

BRASS QUICK CONNECTOR WITH WATER STOP BDS7474
- ½ in. 12mm

BRASS QUICK CONNECTOR WITH FLOW THROUGH BDS7477
- ½ in. 12mm
ACCUSCAPE® HOSE ENDS

2 WAY HOSE CONNECTOR BDS7482
- Connects two hoses to one faucet
- ¾ in. 19mm
- On / Off switch
- Durable ABS construction
- Aluminium adapters

DELUXE 2 WAY HOSE CONNECTOR BDS6714
- Connects 2 hoses to one facet
- Soft protective cap
- Heavy duty die-cast metal body

BRASS 3 WAY CONNECTOR BDS7484
- All brass construction

BRASS 2 WAY HOSE CONNECTOR BDS7483
- All brass construction
- On / Off switch

ABS 3 WAY CONNECTOR BDS7485
- Durable ABS construction

ABS 2 WAY HOSE CONNECTOR BDS7500
- Plastic 2 way coupling with shut-off valve
- Connects two hoses to one faucet
- On / Off switch
- Durable ABS construction
**RUBBER HOSE WASHERS** BDS7454
- Replaces broken hose washers
- Provides a water tight seal
- Qty: 10 Pcs

**ABS FAUCET ADAPTOR FEMALE** BDS7486
- Brass connector with quick disconnect
- ¾ in. 19mm

**ABS FAUCET ADAPTOR FEMALE** BDS7487
- ABS connector with quick disconnect
- ¾ in. 19mm

**BRASS FAUCET ADAPTOR FEMALE** BDS7486
- Brass connector with quick disconnect
- ¾ in. 19mm

**BRASS ACCESSORY ADAPTOR MALE** BDS7488
- Brass connector with quick disconnect

**POLY ACCESSORY ADAPTOR MALE** BDS7490
- ABS connector with quick disconnect

**BRASS JOINER** BDS7489
- All brass construction

**PLASTIC JOINER** BDS7491
- Durable ABS construction

**¾ IN. / 19 MM FILTERED HOSE WASHERS** BDS7456
- Protects watering tools from harmful debris
- Stainless steel mesh
- Qty: 4 Pcs

**RUBBER HOSE WASHERS** BDS7454
- Replaces broken hose washers
- Provides a water tight seal
- Qty: 10 Pcs

**ABS FAUCET ADAPTOR FEMALE** BDS7486
- Brass connector with quick disconnect
- ¾ in. 19mm

**ABS FAUCET ADAPTOR FEMALE** BDS7487
- ABS connector with quick disconnect
- ¾ in. 19mm

**BRASS FAUCET ADAPTOR FEMALE** BDS7486
- Brass connector with quick disconnect
- ¾ in. 19mm

**BRASS ACCESSORY ADAPTOR MALE** BDS7488
- Brass connector with quick disconnect

**POLY ACCESSORY ADAPTOR MALE** BDS7490
- ABS connector with quick disconnect

**BRASS JOINER** BDS7489
- All brass construction

**PLASTIC JOINER** BDS7491
- Durable ABS construction
GARDEN HOSE
### FATMAX® PROFESSIONAL GARDEN HOSE

#### PROFESSIONAL GARDEN HOSE
- 500 PSI • 5/8 IN. Diameter
- Patented faucet and accessory ready connections
- Fully Prop 65 compliant

#### YELLOW HOSES:
- 25 FT BDS6649
- 50 FT BDS6650
- 75 FT BDS6651
- 100 FT BDS6652
- 150 FT BDS6653

#### BLACK HOSES:
- 25 FT BDS6649B
- 50 FT BDS6650B
- 75 FT BDS6651B
- 100 FT BDS6652B
- 150 FT BDS6653B

#### Polyfusion Technology®
Combines smart compounds making this hose lightweight and strong

#### Ultimate Weather Performance
Provides outstanding performance with temperatures in hot and cold climates

#### AntiKink® Technology
Simply let hose untwist and pull to where the hose is needed

#### GLOBAL PROFESSIONAL GARDEN HOSE
- 34 BAR • 12.7 MM Diameter
- Built-in shut off valve allows for quick connect and disconnect

#### YELLOW HOSES:
- 10 M BDS7337
- 15 M BDS7338
- 20 M BDS7339
- 30 M BDS7340

#### BLACK HOSES:
- 10 M BDS7337B
- 15 M BDS7338B
- 20 M BDS7339B
- 30 M BDS7340B
FATMAX® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE

POLYFUSION TECHNOLOGY®
Combines smart compounds making this hose lightweight and strong

MAX FLOW TECHNOLOGY
Dual rib inner core allows for continuous flow

EXOJACKET® TECHNOLOGY WITH KEVLAR™
Durable outer fabric reinforced with KEVLAR™ providing superior durability and performance

EXOJACKET® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE
- 500 PSI • 5/8 IN. Diameter
- AntiKink® Technology
- Field serviceable couplings simply repair and use again
- Fully Prop 65 compliant

GLOBAL EXOJACKET® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE
- 34 Bar • 12mm Diameter
- AntiKink® Technology
- Built-in shut off valve allows for quick connect and disconnect

ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES
GLOBAL EXOJACKET® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE

- 34 Bar • 12mm Diameter
- AntiKink® Technology
- Built-in shut off valve allows for quick connect and disconnect

FATMAX® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE

- Polyfusion Technology® Combines smart compounds making this hose lightweight and strong
- Max Flow Technology Dual rib inner core allows for continuous flow
- ExoJacket® Technology Durable outer woven fabric acts as a shield to protect inner core tubing

EXOJACKET® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE

- 500 PSI • 5/8 IN. Diameter
- AntiKink® Technology
- Field serviceable couplings simply repair and use again
- Fully Prop 65 compliant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 FT</td>
<td>BDS7388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 FT</td>
<td>BDS7389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 FT</td>
<td>BDS7390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 FT</td>
<td>BDS7391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 M</td>
<td>BDS7392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 M</td>
<td>BDS7393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 M</td>
<td>BDS7394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 M</td>
<td>BDS7395</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW

PROFESSIONAL LEADER HOSE

- 500 PSI
- 5/8 IN. Diameter
- Ultimate weather performance
- PolyFusion® Technology
- AntiKink® Technology
- Patented faucet and accessory ready connections
- Fully Prop 65 compliant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 FT</td>
<td>BDS7913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 FT</td>
<td>BDS7913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 FT</td>
<td>BDS7913</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEW

RUBBER HOT WATER HOSE

- 400 PSI
- 3/4 IN. / 19MM Diameter
- Withstands temps up to 180°F
- Crush proof couplings
- All rubber

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 FT</td>
<td>BDS7545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 FT</td>
<td>BDS7541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 FT</td>
<td>BDS7546</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES
FATMAX® PROFESSIONAL HOT WATER HOSE

PROFESSIONAL HOT WATER HOSE

• 500 PSI
• 5/8 IN. OR 3/4IN. Diameter
• Ultimate weather performance
• Patented faucet and accessory ready connections
• Fully Prop 65 compliant

NEW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5/8 IN.</th>
<th>3/4 IN.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 FT</td>
<td>BDS7936 BDS7940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 FT</td>
<td>BDS7937 BDS7941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 FT</td>
<td>BDS7938 BDS7942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 FT</td>
<td>BDS7939 BDS7943</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Polyfusion® Technology
Combines smart compounds making this hose lightweight and strong

Hot Water Performance
Provides outstanding performance even in temperatures up to 198°F / 92°C

AntiKink® Technology
Simply let hose untwist and pull to where the hose is needed

NEW

PROFESSIONAL HOT WATER HOSE

• 34 BAR
• 12 MM. OR 19 MM. Diameter
• Ultimate weather performance
• Built-in shut off valve allows for quick connect and disconnect

NEW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.7 MM</th>
<th>19 MM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 M</td>
<td>BDS7953 BDS7965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 M</td>
<td>BDS7954 BDS7966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 M</td>
<td>BDS7955 BDS7967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 M</td>
<td>BDS7956 BDS7968</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES

Patented Quick Repair Couplings®
Field serviceable couplings simply repair and use again

Compact For Easy Storage
Hose expands up to 2X original size, when not in use hose shrinks back to convenient storage size

Forged Aluminium Couplings
Durable crush proof couplings with sleeve to reduce kinking at the faucet

DURAFLEXPRO™ HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE

- 300 PSI • 5/8 IN. Diameter
- Lightweight, will not scuff delicate surfaces
- Fully Prop 65 compliant

EXPANDED LENGTH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 FT</td>
<td>BDS7326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 FT</td>
<td>BDS7327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 FT</td>
<td>BDS7328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 FT</td>
<td>BDS7329</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW

ACCUSCAPE® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE

EXPANDS 2X ORIGINAL LENGTH

PATENTED QUICK REPAIR COUPLINGS®
Field serviceable couplings simply repair and use again

COMPACT FOR EASY STORAGE
Hose expands up to 2X original size, when not in use hose shrinks back to convenient storage size

ABS COUPLINGS
Durable, lightweight couplings will not scratch or scuff delicate surfaces

DURAFLEX® EXPANDING HOSE
- 300 PSI • 5/8 IN. Diameter
- Lightweight, will not scuff delicate surfaces
- Fully Prop 65 compliant

EXPANDED LENGTH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 FT</td>
<td>BDS7932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 FT</td>
<td>BDS7933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 FT</td>
<td>BDS7934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 FT</td>
<td>BDS7935</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GLOBAL DURAFLEX® EXPANDING HOSE
- 20 BAR • 16 MM Diameter
- Lightweight, will not scuff delicate surfaces
- Patented faucet ready connections

EXPANDED LENGTH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 M</td>
<td>BDS7945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 M</td>
<td>BDS7946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 M</td>
<td>BDS7947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 M</td>
<td>BDS7948</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FATMAX® PROFESSIONAL GARDEN HOSE

FATMAX® PROFESSIONAL GARDEN HOSE
7 PATTERN SPRAY NOZZLE COMBO BDS7804

- 500 PSI • 5/8 IN. Diameter
- Field serviceable couplings simply repair and use again

- 7 Selectable patterns: jet, shower, fan, cone, center, mist, flat and soaker
- Durable ABS body with TPR comfort grip
- Zinc alloy inner core
- Nylon double injection trigger
- Hot water safe nozzle

GLOBAL FATMAX® PROFESSIONAL GARDEN HOSE
7 PATTERN SPRAY NOZZLE COMBO

- 34 BAR • 12MM Diameter
- Built-in shut off valve allows for quick connect and disconnect
- Hot water safe nozzle

Polyfusion Technology®
Combines smart compounds making this hose lightweight and strong

Ultimate Weather Performance
Provides outstanding performance with temperatures in hot and cold climates

Anti Kink® Technology
Simply let hose untwist and pull to where the hose is needed
FATMAX® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE

EXOJACKET® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE
7 PATTERN SPRAY NOZZLE COMBO BDS7818

• 500 PSI • 5/8 IN. Diameter
• Field serviceable couplings simply repair and use again

• 7 Selectable patterns: jet, shower, fan, cone, center, mist, flat and soaker
• Durable ABS body with TPR comfort grip
• Zinc alloy inner core
• Nylon double injection trigger
• Hot water safe nozzle

GLOBAL EXOJACKET® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE
7 PATTERN SPRAY NOZZLE COMBO

• 34 BAR • 12MM Diameter
• Built-in shut off valve allows for quick connect and disconnect
• Hot water safe nozzle

Polyfusion Technology®
Combines smart compounds making this hose lightweight and strong

Max Flow Technology
Dual rib inner core allows for continuous flow

ExoJacket® Technology
Durable outer woven fabric acts as a shield to protect inner core tubing
DURAFLEXPRO™ FABRIC HOSE COMBOS

Patented Quick Repair Couplings®
Field serviceable couplings simply repair and use again

Compact For Easy Storage
Hose expands up to 2X original size, when not in use hose shrinks back to convenient storage size

Forged Aluminium Couplings
Durable crush proof couplings with sleeve to reduce kinking at the faucet

DURAFLEXPRO™ HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE 7 PATTERN SPRAY NOZZLE COMBO BDS7842

• 300 PSI  • 5/8 IN. Diameter
• Lightweight, will not scuff delicate surfaces

• 3 Selectable patterns: shower, mist and jet plus sprinkler pattern
• Durable ABS body with TPR and rubber accents
• Covers up to 710 sq. feet / 66 sq. m.
DURAFLEXPRO™ FABRIC HOSE COMBOS

DURAFLEXPRO™ HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE
6 PATTERN SPRAY NOZZLE COMBO BDS7846

- 300 PSI • 5/8 IN. Diameter
- 50 FT. (Expanded length)
- Lightweight, will not scuff delicate surfaces

- 6 Selectable patterns: jet, shower, center, cone, flat, mist, and soaker
- Durable ABS body with TPR comfort grip
- Lightweight

DURAFLEXPRO™ HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE
7 PATTERN SPRAY NOZZLE COMBO BDS7816

- 300 PSI • 5/8 IN. Diameter
- Lightweight, will not scuff delicate surfaces

- 7 Selectable patterns: jet, shower, fan, cone, center, mist, flat and soaker
- Durable ABS body with TPR comfort grip
- Lightweight
DURAFLEX® FABRIC HOSE COMBOS

EXPANDS 2X ORIGINAL LENGTH

Patented Quick Repair Couplings®
Field serviceable couplings simply repair and use again

Compact For Easy Storage
Hose expands up to 2X original size, when not in use hose shrinks back to convenient storage size

ABS Couplings
Durable, lightweight couplings will not scratch or scuff delicate surfaces

GLOBAL DURAFLEX® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE
2 IN 1 SPRINKLER NOZZLE COMBO BDS7844

• 300 PSI • 5/8 IN. Diameter
• Lightweight, will not scuff delicate surfaces
• 3 Selectable patterns: shower, mist and jet plus sprinkler pattern
• Durable ABS body with TPR and rubber accents
• Covers up to 710 sq. feet / 66 sq. m.

GLOBAL DURAFLEX® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE
2 IN 1 SPRINKLER NOZZLE COMBO

• 20 BAR • 16 MM Diameter
• Lightweight, will not scuff delicate surfaces
• Patented faucet ready connections
DURAFLEX® FABRIC HOSE COMBOS

DURAFLEX® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE
6 PATTERN SPRAY NOZZLE COMBO BDS7845

- 300 PSI • 5/8 IN. Diameter
- Lightweight, will not scuff delicate surfaces
- 6 Selectable patterns: jet, shower, center, cone, flat, mist, and soaker
- Durable ABS body with TPR comfort grip
- Lightweight

GLOBAL DURAFLEX® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE
6 PATTERN SPRAY NOZZLE COMBO

- 20 BAR • 16 MM Diameter
- Lightweight, will not scuff delicate surfaces
- Patented faucet ready connections

DURAFLEX® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE
7 PATTERN NOZZLE COMBO BDS7843

- 300 PSI • 5/8 IN. Diameter
- Lightweight, will not scuff delicate surfaces
- 7 Selectable patterns: jet, shower, center, cone, flat, mist, and soaker
- Durable ABS body with TPR comfort grip
- Lightweight

GLOBAL DURAFLEX® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC HOSE
7 PATTERN NOZZLE COMBO

- 20 BAR • 16 MM Diameter
- Lightweight, will not scuff delicate surfaces
- Patented faucet ready connections
PRUNERS AND SHEARS
**FATMAX® PRUNERS AND SHEARS**

Bypass pruners: Best used on live growth for smooth clean cuts

---

**GRIPHOOK® DESIGN KEEPS BRANCHES IN THEIR PLACE**

**GRIPHOOK® BYPASS PRUNER BDS6036**

- Forged steel blade with titanium carbo-nitride (TiCN) coating provides superior hardness and corrosion resistance
- Innovative hook design keeps branches in place during cutting
- Comfort molded grip
- Secure lock button keeps blade in place when not in use

---

**Forged Steel Blade**

Titanium carbo-nitride (TiCN) coating provides strength and retains its sharpness

---

**Innovative Hook Design**

Griphook® keeps branches in place during cutting

---

**Secure Lock**

Button easily locks to secure blade in place when not in use

---

**HYBRID FORGED BYPASS PRUNER BDS6054**

- Forged steel blade with titanium carbo-nitride (TiCN) coating provides superior hardness and corrosion resistance
- Forged aluminium body
- Comfort molded grip
- Secure lock button keeps blade in place when not in use

---

**COMPACT BYPASS PRUNER BDS6055**

- Steel blade with titanium carbo-nitride (TiCN) coating provides superior hardness and corrosion resistance
- Comfort molded grip
- Secure lock button keeps blade in place when not in use

---

**STANLEY. FATMAX.**
ACCUSCAPE® PROSERIES PRUNERS AND SHEARS

Bypass pruners: Best used on live growth for smooth clean cuts

NYLON HANDLE BYPASS PRUNER BDS6038

- Titanium coated blade retains its sharpness
- Lightweight ABS handles with ergonomic grip
- Safety control lock keeps blade in place when not in use

Titanium Coated Blade
Titanium coated blade retains its sharpness

Lightweight Handles
Lightweight, non-slip grip handles reduces fatigue

Secure Lock
Button easily locks to secure blade in place when not in use

FORGED ALUMINIUM BYPASS PRUNER BDS6008

- Titanium coated blade retains its sharpness
- Lightweight cast aluminium handles with ergonomic grip
- Lock keeps blade in place when not in use

PROFESSIONAL BYPASS PRUNER BDS6007

- Titanium coated blade retains its sharpness
- Lightweight cast aluminium handles with ergonomic grip
- Forged aluminium construction
- Lock keeps blade in place when not in use
Titanium Coated Blade
Titanium coated blade retains its sharpness

Quick Release Lock
Conveniently switches blade from open to close quickly for safe storing when not in use

Lightweight Handles
Lightweight, non-slip grip handles reduces fatigue

Quick Release Bypass Pruner BDS6010
- Titanium coated blade retains its sharpness
- Squeeze and release lock
- Lightweight cast aluminium handles with ergonomic grip
ACCUSCAPE® PRUNERS AND SHEARS

Bypass pruners: Best used on live growth for smooth clean cuts

**ERGONOMIC COMPACT BYPASS PRUNER BDS6066**
- Heat-treated blade stays sharper longer
- High carbon steel blade
- Designed for smaller hands

**ERGONOMIC COMPACT ANVIL PRUNER BDS6067**
- Heat-treated blade stays sharper longer
- High carbon steel blade
- Designed for smaller hands

**BYPASS GEAR PRUNER BDS6068**
- Carbon steel blade with titanium coating
- Aluminium alloyed lower grip
- Nylon and fiberglass upper grip
- Multi-gear function

**ANVIL GEAR PRUNER BDS6069**
- Carbon steel blade with titanium coating
- Aluminium alloyed lower grip
- Nylon and fiberglass upper grip
- Multi-gear function

ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES
ACCUSCAPE® PRUNERS AND SHEARS

**PROFESSIONAL GRADE BYPASS PRUNER BDS6071**
- Heat-treated blade stays sharper longer
- Non-slip grips

**DROP FORGED PRUNER WITH POUCH BDS6072**
- Includes pouch with secure latch for belt
- Precision ground blade
- Non-slip grips

**ALUMINIUM BYPASS PRUNER BDS6089**
- Die cast aluminium construction
- Adjustable tension safety lock
- Carbon steel blade
- Non-slip grips

**STEEL ANVIL PRUNER BDS6090**
- Carbon steel blade
- Steel body with PVC grip
- Finger guard for added comfort
- Non-slip grips

![Image of pruners and shears]
NEEDLENOSE HARVESTER BDS6011

- Titanium coated blades retain their sharpness
- Non-slip grips

COMPACT GARDEN SHEARS BDS6056

- Steel blade with titanium carbo-nitride (TiCN) coating provides superior hardness and corrosion resistance
- Comfort molded grip
- Secure lock button keeps blade in place when not in use

NEEDLENOSE HARVESTER BDS6012

- Titanium coated blades retain their sharpness
- Non-slip grips

Needlenose Design
Easily prune and gather without harming delicate fruit

Binding Lock
Convenient snap lock keeps blades closed when not in use

Titanium Coated Blade
Titanium coated blade retains its sharpness
Durable SK5 Steel Blade
Reduces friction and provides a very powerful, clean cut

Thorn Stripper
Used in the garden or at home preparing floral arrangements

ABS Sheath
Conveniently includes lightweight sheath with belt loop to safely transport tool around the garden

FLORAL SHEARS WITH CASE BDS6086
• TPR Grips
• ABS body
• ABS sheath

CURVED BLADE HARVESTER BDS6014
• Titanium coated blades retain their sharpness
• Non-slip grips
• Rounded blade tip reduces the risk of harming delicate fruit

CURVED BLADE HARVESTER BDS6013
• Titanium coated blades retain their sharpness
• Non-slip grips
• Rounded blade tip reduces the risk of harming delicate fruit
**STAINLESS STEEL HOUSEHOLD SHEARS** BDS6091
- Great for the garden and kitchen
- Stainless steel blades
- Multi-purpose use

**PRUNING COMBO PACK** BDS6888
- Compound Action Lopper (BDS6306)
- Quick Release Bypass Pruner (BDS6010)

**STAINLESS STEEL HOUSEHOLD SHEARS** BDS6091
- Great for the garden and kitchen
- Stainless steel blades
- Multi-purpose use

**PRUNING COMBO PACK** BDS6888
- Compound Action Lopper (BDS6306)
- Quick Release Bypass Pruner (BDS6010)

**PROFESSIONAL CUTTING COMBO** BDS6811
- Titanium coated blades retain their sharpness
- Bypass Pruner (BDS6008) Steel Needleose Harvester (BDS6011)
- Direct import only

**STAINLESS STEEL HOUSEHOLD SHEARS** BDS6091
- Great for the garden and kitchen
- Stainless steel blades
- Multi-purpose use

**PRUNING COMBO PACK** BDS6888
- Compound Action Lopper (BDS6306)
- Quick Release Bypass Pruner (BDS6010)

**PROFESSIONAL CUTTING COMBO** BDS6811
- Titanium coated blades retain their sharpness
- Bypass Pruner (BDS6008) Steel Needleose Harvester (BDS6011)
- Direct import only

**STAINLESS STEEL HOUSEHOLD SHEARS** BDS6091
- Great for the garden and kitchen
- Stainless steel blades
- Multi-purpose use

**PRUNING COMBO PACK** BDS6888
- Compound Action Lopper (BDS6306)
- Quick Release Bypass Pruner (BDS6010)

**PROFESSIONAL CUTTING COMBO** BDS6811
- Titanium coated blades retain their sharpness
- Bypass Pruner (BDS6008) Steel Needleose Harvester (BDS6011)
- Direct import only

**STAINLESS STEEL HOUSEHOLD SHEARS** BDS6091
- Great for the garden and kitchen
- Stainless steel blades
- Multi-purpose use

**PRUNING COMBO PACK** BDS6888
- Compound Action Lopper (BDS6306)
- Quick Release Bypass Pruner (BDS6010)

**PROFESSIONAL CUTTING COMBO** BDS6811
- Titanium coated blades retain their sharpness
- Bypass Pruner (BDS6008) Steel Needleose Harvester (BDS6011)
- Direct import only

**STAINLESS STEEL HOUSEHOLD SHEARS** BDS6091
- Great for the garden and kitchen
- Stainless steel blades
- Multi-purpose use

**PRUNING COMBO PACK** BDS6888
- Compound Action Lopper (BDS6306)
- Quick Release Bypass Pruner (BDS6010)

**PROFESSIONAL CUTTING COMBO** BDS6811
- Titanium coated blades retain their sharpness
- Bypass Pruner (BDS6008) Steel Needleose Harvester (BDS6011)
- Direct import only

**STAINLESS STEEL HOUSEHOLD SHEARS** BDS6091
- Great for the garden and kitchen
- Stainless steel blades
- Multi-purpose use

**PRUNING COMBO PACK** BDS6888
- Compound Action Lopper (BDS6306)
- Quick Release Bypass Pruner (BDS6010)

**PROFESSIONAL CUTTING COMBO** BDS6811
- Titanium coated blades retain their sharpness
- Bypass Pruner (BDS6008) Steel Needleose Harvester (BDS6011)
- Direct import only
PROFESSIONAL CUTTING COMBO BDS6810

- Titanium coated blades retain their sharpness
- Bypass Pruner (BDS6007) and Steel Curved Harvester (BDS6013)
- Direct import only

2 PIECE FORGED PRUNER SET BDS6015

- Bypass Pruner / Floral Shears Set
- Drop forged, hardened steel construction
- Easily taken apart for cleaning and sharpening
- Slip resistant double dipped grip
CUTTING COMBOS

Bypass pruners: Best used on live growth for smooth clean cuts

**DROP FORGED PRUNING SET BDS7825**

- Heavy duty springs
- Easy to take apart for sharpening and cleaning
- Comfortable cushion grips

**BYPASS/ANVIL PRUNER COMBO SET BDS7820**

- Die cast aluminium construction
- Textured TPR grips
- Easy locking mechanism
- Carbon steel blades
PROFESSIONAL CUTTING COMBO BDS7805

- Ergonomic Compact Pruner (BDS6066)
  - Cutting Capacity: ½ 1.27 CM
- Bypass Lopper (BDS6345)
  - Cutting Capacity: 1¾ 4.44 CM

PROFESSIONAL CUTTING COMBO BDS7806

- Bypass Pruner (BDS6071)
  - Cutting Capacity: 5/8 1.90 CM
- Bypass Lopper (BDS6345)
  - Cutting Capacity: 1¾ 4.44 CM

PROFESSIONAL CUTTING COMBO BDS7807

- Bypass Gear Pruner (BDS6068)
  - Cutting Capacity: ½ 1.27 CM
- Compound Telescopic Lopper (BDS6343)
  - Cutting Capacity: 1½ 3.81 CM

PROFESSIONAL CUTTING COMBO BDS7808

- Bypass Pruner (BDS6007)
  - Cutting Capacity: 3/4 1.90 CM
- Telescopic Bypass Lopper (BDS6313)
  - Cutting Capacity: 1½ 3.81 CM
CUTTING COMBOS

Bypass pruners: Best used on live growth for smooth clean cuts

ACCUSCAPE® PROSERIES CUTTING COMBO BDS7809

- Nylon Handle Bypass Pruner (BDS6038)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN.</th>
<th>CM.</th>
<th>Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>190</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CUTTING CAPACITY

- 31 IN. / 78.74 CM Forged Bypass Lopper (BDS6325)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN.</th>
<th>CM.</th>
<th>Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CUTTING CAPACITY

FATMAX® CUTTING COMBO BDS7810

- Griphook® Bypass Pruner (BDS6036)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN.</th>
<th>CM.</th>
<th>TiCN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CUTTING CAPACITY

- 32 IN. / 81.28 CM Griphook® Forged Bypass Lopper (BDS6324)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN.</th>
<th>CM.</th>
<th>TiCN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CUTTING CAPACITY
3 PIECE COMBO SET BDS7821

- 24 IN. / 60.96 CM Bypass Lopper
- 8.5 IN. / 21.59 CM Wavy Blade Hedge Shears
- 8 IN. / 20.32 CM Bypass Pruner

3 PIECE COMBO SET BDS7822

- 24 IN. / 60.96 CM Bypass Lopper
- 8 IN. / 20.32 CM Bypass Pruner
- Aluminium Trowel
LOPPERS AND HEDGE SHEARS

ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES
FATMAX® LOPPERS AND HEDGE SHEARS

GRIPHOOK® DESIGN KEEPS BRANCHES IN THEIR PLACE

GRIPHOOK® BYPASS LOPPER BDS6324

- Forged steel blade with Titanium Carbo-Nitride (TiCN) coating provides strength and retains sharpness
- Innovative hook design keeps branches in place during cutting
- SyncDrive® technology provides more cutting force than non-geared loppers

Forged Steel Blade
Titanium carbo-nitride (TiCN) coating provides strength and retains its sharpness

Innovative Hook Design
Griphook® keeps branches in place during cutting

SyncDrive® Technology
Gear driven power increases force and dramatically reduces strain and fatigue

CUTTING CAPACITY

1 IN
2.54 CM

Ant-Slip Griphook®
FORGED BYPASS LOPPER BDS6325

- Forged steel blade with titanium coating
- Innovative hook design keeps branches in place during cutting
- Hybrid ergonomic steel and polymer handles offer maximum strength

FORGED BYPASS LOPPER BDS6325

COMPOUND ACTION BYPASS LOPPER BDS6305

- Titanium coated blade retains its sharpness
- Compound action increases cutting power
- Curved handles increase leverage
- Ergonomic non-slip grips

COMPOUND ACTION BYPASS LOPPER BDS6306

- Titanium coated blade retains its sharpness
- Compound action increases cutting power
- Curved handles increase leverage
- Ergonomic non-slip grips
SYNC DRIVE® ANVIL LOPPER BDS6333

- Titanium carbo-nitride (TiCN) coating provides strength and retains sharpness
- Oversized control grip
- SYNC DRIVE® technology provides more cutting force than non-geared loppers
- Shock absorbing bumpers

2 IN. CM. CUTTING CAPACITY

SYNC DRIVE® BYPASS LOPPER BDS6334

- Titanium carbo-nitride (TiCN) coating provides strength and retains sharpness
- Oversized control grip
- SYNC DRIVE® technology provides more cutting force than non-geared loppers
- Shock absorbing bumpers

2 IN. CM. CUTTING CAPACITY

SYNC DRIVE® BYPASS LOPPER BDS6335

- Titanium carbo-nitride (TiCN) coating provides strength and retains sharpness
- Oversized control grip
- SYNC DRIVE® technology provides more cutting force than non-geared loppers
- Shock absorbing bumpers

1 ½ IN. CM. CUTTING CAPACITY
ACCUCAPE® LOPPERS AND HEDGE SHEARS

**BYPASS LOPPER BDS6345**
- Lightweight triangular steel tube handles
- Titanium coated blade retains its sharpness
- Oil filled bumper absorbs up to 40% more impact than traditional shock bumpers, reducing fatigue in hands, arms, and shoulders

![](image1)

**TELESCOPIC COMPOUND ACTION BYPASS LOPPER BDS6313**
- Titanium coated blade retains its sharpness and resists corrosion
- Ergonomic non-slip grips
- Handles extend for a better reach

![](image2)

**BYPASS LOPPER BDS6351**
- Lightweight oval steel handles provide leverage to slice through heavy branches
- Heat-treated blade stays sharper longer
- Non-slip grips

![](image3)

**TELESCOPIC COMPOUND ACTION ANVIL LOPPER BDS6312**
- Titanium coated blade retains its sharpness
- Ergonomic non-slip grips
- Handles extend for a better reach

![](image4)
**DROP FORGED SYNCDRIVE® BYPASS LOPPER BDS6350**

- Titanium coated blade retains its sharpness
- Ergonomic non-slip grips
- Drop forged
- SYNCDRIVE® technology provides more cutting force than non-geared loppers

**Forged Steel Blade**
Titanium coating provides strength and retains its sharpness

**Textured Rubber Grips**
Provide a secure, non-slip grip in the work environment

**SyncDrive® Technology**
Gear driven power increases force and dramatically reduces strain and fatigue

**TELESCOPIC COMPOUND ACTION BYPASS LOPPER BDS6343**

- Oil filled bumper absorbs up to 40% more impact than traditional shock bumpers, reducing fatigue in hands, arms and shoulders
- Triangle shaped steel handles for greater leverage and strength
- Extends for extra reach and leverage
- Titanium coated blade retains its sharpness and resists corrosion

**COMPOUND ACTION RATCHET LOPPER BDS6344**

- Carbon steel blade with titanium coating
- Patented ratchet action for heavy duty pruning with minimal effort
- Titanium coated blade retains its sharpness and resists corrosion
- Smooth cutting action and quality you can feel
- Bypass blade for pruning live growth to promote new and structured growth
ACCUSCAPE® LOPPERS AND HEDGE SHEARS

**BYPASS LOPPER BDS6352**
- Heat-treated carbon steel head
- Shock absorbing wood handles
- Heat-treated blade stays sharper longer

1 3/4 IN. 4.44 CM.
CUTTING CAPACITY

**BYPASS LOPPER BDS6353**
- High carbon steel blade
- Heat-treated blade stays sharp longer
- Perfect size for small hands and close work
- Non-slip grips

1 IN. 2.54 CM.
CUTTING CAPACITY

**HEDGE SHEARS BDS6126**
- Triangular steel tube handles
- Straight edge blades
- Heat-treated carbon steel blades
- Soft TPR grips

**SERRATED HEDGE SHEARS BDS6133**
- Serrated high carbon steel blades with tension control
- Lightweight steel handles
- Oil filled bumper absorbs up to 40% more impact than traditional shock bumpers, reducing fatigue in hands, arms and shoulders
LOPPING
HEDGE SHEARS BDS6125

- For trimming bushes and hedges
- Triangular steel tube handles
- Lopper head for dual purpose gardening

Heat Treated
Our tool body is entirely heat treated making sharpening the tool easy and keeps the tool strong

Dual Purpose Shears
Side bypass lopper with impressive 1.5 inch cutting capacity to tackle tough branches during clearing

Clean Cuts
Simple and efficient blades cut with a clean scissor like action

TELESCOPIC
HEDGE SHEARS BDS6314

- Heat treated steel blades
- Ergonomic non-slip grips
- Handles extend for a better reach

LOPPING
HEDGE SHEARS BDS6125

- For trimming bushes and hedges
- Triangular steel tube handles
- Lopper head for dual purpose gardening

Heat treated steel blades
Ergonomic non-slip grips
Handles extend for a better reach

1 1/2
3.81
CUTTING CAPACITY
TELESCOPIC SERRATED HEDGE SHEARS BDS6124

- Carbon steel blades
- Serrated edge with tension control
- Extends for extra reach and leverage
- Oil filled bumper absorbs up to 40% more impact than traditional shock bumpers, reducing fatigue in hands, arms, and shoulders

**Extending Handles**
Lock and unlock to extend reach safely from 12 to 25 inches

**Self Sharpening**
Blades self sharpen while in use creating a long lasting tool in the workplace

**Oil Filled Bumpers**
Absorbs shock and resistance up to 40% more than traditional shock absorbers

COMPOUND ACTION HEDGE SHEARS BDS6107

- Heat treated steel blades
- Compound action increases cutting power
- Curved handles increase leverage
- Ergonomic non-slip grips

WAVY BLADE HEDGE SHEARS BDS6105

- Heat treated steel blades
- Curved handles increase leverage
- Ergonomic non-slip grips
- Non-stick coated blades

**ACCUSCAPE® LOPPERS AND HEDGE SHEARS**

STANLEY®
FORGED STEEL GRASS SHEARS BDS7223

- Durable forged steel design
- Easy to sharpen blades
- Ideal for cutting grass, sod and ground cover

Forged Steel Blade
Durable blade assists in cutting grass, sod and ground cover with ease

Heat Treated
Our tool body is entirely heat treated making sharpening the tool easy and keeps the tool strong

Secure Lock
Button easily locks to secure blade in place when not in use

GRASS SHEARS - 5 POSITION BDS6206

- Non-stick coated blades
- Great for lawn edging and other trimming work
- High carbon steel blades

GRASS SHEARS - 6 POSITION BDS6207

- Non-stick coated blades
- Great for lawn edging and other trimming work
- Heavy-duty TPR construction
- Comfort grip with knuckle guard
FATMAX® BOW SAW BDS6510
• High tension control knob
• Durable knuckle guard
• Comfort molded grip
• 24 IN. / 60.96 CM Removable blade

High Tension Control Knob
Increases safety and adds additional control

Comfortable Hand Grip
Molded grip reduces hand fatigue and increases comfort in the workspace

High Quality Blade
High tension steel increases power and efficiency even through heavy use
PRUNING SAW WITH SHEATH BDS6507
• Tempered steel blade with Blade Armor® coating
• Push and pull cutting action
• Rigid poly sheath with belt hook

Blade Armor®
Tempered steel blade with non-stick hardened coating increases tool life

Innovative Teeth
Effective cutting on bushes, branches and more in and push and pull motion

Convenient Carry Case
Rigid poly case with belt loop conveniently holds pruning saw when not in use

7.5 IN / 19.05 CM TURBO FOLDING SAW BDS6556
• Push & pull back cutting action “turbo blade” provides optimal cutting efficiency
• High carbon steel - The best steel for tools, blade folds easily into handle for safe storage
• Heat-treated blades to stay sharp longer

14 IN. / 35.56 CM CURVED PRUNING SAW BDS6557
• “Turbo blade” cuts on push and pull stroke
• Precision sharpened tempered steel blade
• Durable ABS handle

9 IN. / 22.86 CM FOLDING PRUNING SAW BDS6585
• Precision sharpened teeth
• Shock absorbing wood handle
• Blade folds easily into handle for safe storage
Durable Multi-Tool
Sawing, clearing, and chopping options make this an asset to the garden clearing arsenal

Rubber Grip
Tough, rubber non-slip grip and convenient wrist strap provide control for precise and safe clearing

Innovative Teeth
Effective cutting on bushes, branches and more in and push and pull motion

FATMAX® PROFESSIONAL CHOPSAW BDS6594-3
• Serrated top edge for sawing
• Curved front blade for clearing
• Rubber grip for a secure hold
• Riveted nylon sheath
• Arm lanyard

18 IN. / 45.72 CM CHOPSAW BDS6586
• Dual sided saw and knife blade
• Comfort grip
• Includes canvas sheath
• Heat-treated blade stays sharp longer

22 IN. / 55.88 CM PROFESSIONAL GRADE MACHETE BDS6587
• High carbon tempered steel blade with serrated top edge for cutting heavy brush and undergrowth
• Includes canvas sheath
• Molded grip

18 IN. / 45.72 CM PROFESSIONAL GRADE MACHETE BDS6588
• High carbon tempered steel blade with serrated top edge for cutting heavy brush and undergrowth
• Includes canvas sheath
• Molded grip
**ACCUSCAPE® SAWS AND HOOKS**

### 21 IN. / 53.34 CM BOW SAW BDS6583
- Push-Pull cutting action “turbo blade” provides optimal cutting efficiency
- Tempered double cut steel blade cuts straight and fast
- Heavy duty tubular steel frame
- Durable knuckle guard

### 21 IN. / 53.34 CM BOW SAW BDS6559
- Heavy duty tubular steel frame
- Tempered double-cut steel blade
- Swing out grip makes blade replacement fast and easy

### 24 IN. / 60.96 CM BOW SAW BDS6582
- Push-Pull cutting action “turbo blade” provides optimal cutting efficiency
- Tempered double cut steel blade cuts straight and fast
- Heavy duty tubular steel frame
- Durable knuckle guard

### 24 IN. / 60.96 CM BOW SAW BDS6562
- Heavy duty tubular steel frame
- Tempered double-cut steel blade
- Swing out grip makes blade replacement fast and easy

### 30 IN. / 76.2 CM BOW SAW BDS6581
- Push-Pull cutting action “turbo blade” provides optimal cutting efficiency
- Tempered double cut steel blade cuts straight and fast
- Heavy duty tubular steel frame
- Durable knuckle guard

### 30 IN. / 76.2 CM BOW SAW BDS6561
- Heavy duty tubular steel frame
- Tempered double-cut steel blade
- Swing out grip makes blade replacement fast and easy
15 IN. / 38.1 CM DOUBLE EDGE PRUNING SAW BDS6558
- For dead and live growth
- Wood handle bolted to blade
- Shock absorbing wood handle
- Precision sharpened coarse and fine teeth

18 IN. / 45.72 CM PIRANHA BLADE WOOD SAW BDS6555
- Shock absorbing wood handle
- Tempered Sk5 steel blade

2 PIECE SAW COMBO BDS6560
- 24 IN. / 60.96 CM Bow saw
- Professional folding saw
- Tempered double-cut steel blade
- Pull back cutting action “turbo blade” provides optimal cutting efficiency
- Durable knuckle guard

HEAVY DUTY CAST ALUMINIUM TREE PRUNER WITH SAW BDS6505
- Cast aluminium head for durability
- 12 FT / 3.65 M Telescopic fiberglass pole
- Rope drive, tree limb cutter
TENSION CONTROL POLE SAW BDS8346

- Double cut saw blade
- Tension spring reduces effort needed to cut high branches
- Extends for extra reach and leverage
- Telescoping pole extends up to 19”
- Lightweight aluminum pole

Patented Pressure Spring
Reduces effort needed to cut high branches

Double Cut Saw Blade
Double serrated blades reduce effort

Telescopic Pole
Lightweight pole reduces stress and increases performance

ROTARY HEAD POLE PRUNER BDS8345

- Rotary action pruner created more cutting force than traditional pole pruners
- Smaller head fits in tight spaces
- Extends for extra reach and leverage

Reaches Tight Spaces
Smaller head reaches difficult tight spaces

Double Cut Saw Blade
Double serrated blades reduce effort

Rotary Action
Creates a dynamic cutting force
ACCUSCAPE® SAWS AND HOOKS

CORN KNIFE BDS6590
- Shock absorbing wood handle
- Heat-treated tempered steel blade for strength
- 15 IN. / 38.1 CM blade

CANE KNIFE BDS6589
- Shock absorbing wood handle
- Heat-treated tempered steel blade for strength
- 13 IN. / 33.02 CM blade

18 IN. / 45.72 CM D STYLE HAY HOOK BDS6591
- Durable steel construction
- Comfort grip

13 IN. / 33.02 CM D STYLE HAY HOOK BDS6592
- Durable steel construction
- Comfort grip

11 IN. / 27.94 CM D STYLE HAY HOOK BDS6593
- Durable steel construction
- Comfort grip

2.75 LB. / 1.24 KG SPLITTING AXE BDS6565
- Powder coated steel head
- Fiberglass handle
- Comfort grip

1.5 LB. / .68 KG HATCHET BDS6566
- Powder coated steel head
- Fiberglass handle
- Comfort grip
LONG HANDLE TOOLS
FATMAX® XTREME LONG HANDLE

ROUND POINT SHOVEL BDS7134T
- Fiberglass handle with steel reinforcement
- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®
- Tri-Point Blade
- Xtreme Step®

SQUARE HEAD SHOVEL BDS7135T
- Fiberglass handle with steel reinforcement
- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®
- Dual brace reinforcement
- Xtreme Step®

ROUND POINT SHOVEL BDS7140T
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel
- Solid ashwood handle
- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®
- Dual brace reinforcement
- Xtreme Step®
- Tri-Point blade

SQUARE HEAD SHOVEL BDS7141T
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel
- Solid ashwood handle
- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®
- Dual brace reinforcement
- Xtreme Step®

ROUND POINT SHOVEL BDS7137T / SQUARE HEAD SHOVEL BDS7149T
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel
- Fiberglass handle with steel reinforcement
- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- Vibration reduction collar
- Oversized D-handle
- Dual brace reinforcement
- Xtreme Step®
- Tri-Point blade
- Ergonomic ProGrip

ROUND POINT SHOVEL BDS7143T / SQUARE HEAD SHOVEL BDS7150T
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel
- Solid ashwood handle
- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- Vibration reduction collar
- Oversized D-handle
- Dual brace reinforcement
- Xtreme Step®
- Tri-Point blade
- Ergonomic ProGrip
FATMAX® FIBERGLASS LONG HANDLE

ROUND POINT SHOVEL BDS8058
- Fiberglass handle with steel reinforcement
- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®
- Tri-Point Blade
- Step gussets increase rigidity

SQUARE HEAD SHOVEL BDS8059
- Fiberglass handle with steel reinforcement
- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®
- Dual brace reinforcement
- Step gussets increase rigidity

BOW RAKE BDS7136T
- Fiberglass handle with steel reinforcement
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®

GARDEN HOE BDS7227T
- Fiberglass handle with steel reinforcement
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®

TRENCHING SHOVEL BDS7138T
- Fiberglass handle with steel reinforcement
- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®
- Dual brace reinforcement
- Xtreme step

SPRINGBACK RAKE BDS7238T
- Fiberglass handle with steel reinforcement
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®

MANURE FORK BDS7240T
- Fiberglass handle with steel reinforcement
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®
**ROUND POINT SHOVEL BDS8060**
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Fiberglass handle with steel reinforcement
- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- Vibration reduction collar
- Oversized D-handle
- Dual brace reinforcement
- Tri-Point blade
- Ergonomic ProGrip®
- Step gussets increase rigidity

**SQUARE HEAD SHOVEL BDS8061**
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Fiberglass handle with steel reinforcement
- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- Vibration reduction collar
- Oversized D-handle
- Dual brace reinforcement
- Ergonomic ProGrip®
- Step gussets increase rigidity

**GARDEN FORK BDS7139T**
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Fiberglass handle with steel reinforcement
- Vibration reduction collar
- Oversized D-handle
- Ergonomic ProGrip®

**GRAIN SHOVEL BDS7231T**
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Fiberglass handle with steel reinforcement
- Vibration reduction collar
- Oversized D-handle
- Ergonomic ProGrip®
FATMAX® ASHWOOD LONG HANDLE

ROUND POINT SHOVEL BDS8062
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Solid ashwood handle
- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®
- Dual brace reinforcement
- Tri-Point blade
- Step gussets increase rigidity

SQUARE HEAD SHOVEL BDS8063
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Solid ashwood handle
- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®
- Dual brace reinforcement
- Step gussets increase rigidity

BOW RAKE BDS7142T
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Solid ashwood handle
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®

GARDEN HOE BDS7144T
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Solid ashwood handle
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®

MANURE FORK BDS7241T
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Solid ashwood handle
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®

TRENCHING SHOVEL BDS7229T
- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Solid ashwood handle
- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- Vibration reduction collar
- ControlGrip®
- Dual brace reinforcement
- Xtreme Step®
ROUND POINT SHOVEL BDS8064

- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Solid ashwood handle
- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- Vibration reduction collar
- Oversized D-handle
- Dual brace reinforcement
- Tri-Point blade
- Ergonomic ProGrip
- Step gussets increase rigidity

SQUARE HEAD SHOVEL BDS8065

- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Solid ashwood handle
- Oversized foot step increases force to ground
- Vibration reduction collar
- Oversized D-handle
- Dual brace reinforcement
- Ergonomic ProGrip
- Step gussets increase rigidity

GARDEN FORK BDS7230T

- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Solid ashwood handle
- Vibration reduction collar
- Oversized D-handle
- Ergonomic ProGrip

GRAIN SHOVEL BDS7145

- 14 Gauge heat treated steel head
- Solid ashwood handle
- Vibration reduction collar
- Oversized D-handle
- Ergonomic ProGrip
ACCUSCAPE® PROSERIES FIBERGLASS LONG HANDLE

FIBERGLASS ROUND POINT SHOVEL BDS6498
- Tempered, heat treated steel for greater strength and longer life
- Fiberglass handle for greater durability
- Will not rot or splinter
- Wood reinforced core for extra strength

FIBERGLASS SQUARE HEAD SHOVEL BDS7620
- Tempered, heat treated steel for greater strength and longer life
- Fiberglass handle for greater durability
- Will not rot or splinter
- Wood reinforced core for extra strength

FIBERGLASS BOW RAKE BDS6499
- Tempered, heat treated steel for greater strength and longer life
- Fiberglass handle for greater durability
- Will not rot or splinter
- Wood reinforced core for extra strength

FIBERGLASS GARDEN HOE BDS7621
- Tempered, heat treated steel for greater strength and longer life
- Fiberglass handle for greater durability
- Will not rot or splinter
- Wood reinforced core for extra strength
**FIBERGLASS CULTIVATOR BDS7242**

- Tempered, heat treated steel for greater strength and longer life
- Fiberglass handle for greater durability

**FIBERGLASS DUTCH GARDEN HOE BDS7243**

- Tempered, heat treated steel for greater strength and longer life
- Fiberglass handle for greater durability

**D-HANDLE ROUND POINT SHOVEL BDS6451**

- Steel reinforced ABS handle
- Comfort grip
- High-carbon steel head
- Handle designed for maximum leverage

**D-HANDLE SQUARE HEAD SHOVEL BDS6452**

- Steel reinforced ABS handle
- Comfort grip
- High-carbon steel head
- Handle designed for maximum leverage

**D-HANDLE GARDEN SPADE BDS6453**

- Steel reinforced ABS handle
- Comfort grip
- High-carbon steel head
- Handle designed for maximum leverage

**D-HANDLE GARDEN FORK BDS6454**

- Steel reinforced ABS handle
- Comfort grip
- High-carbon steel head
- Handle designed for maximum leverage
ACCUSCAPE® PROSERIES FIBERGLASS LONG HANDLE

CONTRACTOR GRADE ROUND POINT SHOVEL BDS6458

- Tempered, heat treated steel for greater strength and longer life
- Fiberglass handle for greater durability
- Will not rot or splinter
- Wood reinforced core for extra strength

CONTRACTOR GRADE SQUARE HEAD SHOVEL BDS6459

- Tempered, heat treated steel for greater strength and longer life
- Fiberglass handle for greater durability
- Will not rot or splinter
- Wood reinforced core for extra strength

CONTRACTOR GRADE BOW RAKE BDS6460

- Tempered, heat treated steel for greater strength and longer life
- Fiberglass handle for greater durability
- Will not rot or splinter
- Wood reinforced core for extra strength

CONTRACTOR GRADE GARDEN HOE BDS6461

- Tempered, heat treated steel for greater strength and longer life
- Fiberglass handle for greater durability
- Will not rot or splinter
- Wood reinforced core for extra strength
**ACCUSCAPE® FIBERGLASS LONG HANDLE**

**FIBERGLASS TRENCHING SHOVEL BDS7671**
- Tempered heat-treated steel head for greater strength and longer life
- Sharpened edges reduce effort when breaking up tough dirt

**FIBERGLASS D-HANDLE DRAIN SPADE BDS7672**
- Tempered heat-treated steel head for greater strength and longer life
- Sharpened edges reduce effort when breaking up tough dirt

**FIBERGLASS D-HANDLE ROUND POINT SHOVEL BDS7673**
- Tempered heat-treated steel head for greater strength and longer life
- Sharpened edges reduce effort when breaking up tough dirt

**FIBERGLASS D-HANDLE SQUARE POINT SHOVEL BDS7674**
- Tempered heat-treated steel head for greater strength and longer life
- Sharpened edges reduce effort when breaking up tough dirt

**FIBERGLASS D-HANDLE GARDEN FORK BDS7675**
- Tempered heat-treated steel head for greater strength and longer life
- Sharpened edges reduce effort when turning & cultivating soil, mulch and yard debris

**FIBERGLASS MINI D-HANDLE SHOVEL**
- Tempered heat-treated steel head for greater strength and longer life
- Sharpened edges reduce effort when breaking up tough dirt

- ROUND POINT BDS7676
- SQUARE HEAD BDS8088
ASHWOOD ROUND POINT SHOVEL BDS6466
- Ashwood handle
- Durable forged steel head
- Large, oversized non-slip step

ASHWOOD SQUARE HEAD SHOVEL BDS6467
- Ashwood handle
- Durable forged steel head
- Large, oversized non-slip step

ASHWOOD BOW RAKE BDS6468
- Ashwood handle
- Durable forged steel head

ASHWOOD TRENCHING SHOVEL BDS6472
- Ashwood handle
- Durable forged steel head

ASHWOOD GARDEN HOE BDS6471
- Ashwood handle
- Durable forged steel head

ASHWOOD FORGED GARDEN FORK BDS6469
- Ashwood handle
- Durable forged steel head

ASHWOOD TURF EDGER BDS7120
- Ashwood handle
- Heat-treated hardened steel
ASHWOOD SCUFFLE HOE BDS7121
- Ashwood handle
- Heat-treated hardened steel

ASHWOOD TRIANGLE HEAD HOE BDS7122
- Ashwood handle
- Heat-treated hardened steel

ASHWOOD FLORAL ROUND POINT SHOVEL BDS7117
- Ashwood handle
- Heat-treated hardened steel

ASHWOOD CULTIVATOR BDS7116
- Ashwood handle
- Heat-treated hardened steel

ASHWOOD WIGGLE WEEPER BDS7119
- Ashwood handle
- Heat-treated hardened steel
ASHWOOD THATCHING RAKE BDS7127
- Ashwood handle
- Heat-treated hardened steel

ASHWOOD D-HANDLE DRAIN SPADE BDS6470
- Ashwood handle
- Durable forged steel head

ASHWOOD D-HANDLE ROUND POINT SHOVEL BDS7123
- Ashwood handle
- Heat-treated hardened steel

ASHWOOD D-HANDLE SPADE SHOVEL BDS7124
- Ashwood handle
- Heat-treated hardened steel

ASHWOOD D-HANDLE SPADE FORK BDS7125
- Ashwood handle
- Heat-treated hardened steel

D-HANDLE GRAIN SHOVEL WITH ABS HEAD BDS7126
- Ashwood handle
- Durable ABS head
ASHWOOD ROUND POINT SHOVEL BDS7113
- Ashwood handle
- Heat-treated hardened steel

ASHWOOD SQUARE HEAD SHOVEL BDS7114
- Ashwood handle
- Heat-treated hardened steel

ASHWOOD BOW RAKE BDS7115
- Ashwood handle
- Heat-treated hardened steel

ASHWOOD POST HOLE SHOVEL BDS7244
- Ashwood handle
- Heat-treated steel head

ASHWOOD TRENCHING SHOVEL BDS7245
- Ashwood handle
- Heat-treated steel head
ACCUSCAPE® HARDWOOD LONG HANDLE

**POST HOLE DIGGER BDS7299**
- Solid hardwood handle absorbs vibrations and impact
- Heat-treated hardened head

![Post Hole Digger](image1)

**GARDEN HOE BDS7296**
- Solid hardwood handle absorbs vibrations and impact
- Heat-treated hardened head

![Garden Hoe](image2)

**2 PRONG CULTI-HOE BDS7297**
- Solid hardwood handle absorbs vibrations and impact
- Heat-treated hardened head

![2 Prong Culti-Hoe](image3)

**CULTIVATOR BDS7298**
- Solid hardwood handle absorbs vibrations and impact
- Heat-treated hardened head

![Cultivator](image4)
TRENCHING SHOVEL  BDS7292
- Solid hardwood handle absorbs vibrations and impact
- Heat-treated hardened steel

ROUND POINT SHOVEL  BDS7293
- Solid hardwood handle absorbs vibrations and impact
- Heat-treated hardened steel

GARDEN HOE  BDS7131
- Contoured hardwood handle
- Durable forged steel head

D-HANDLE ROUND POINT SHOVEL  BDS7246
- Solid hardwood handle absorbs vibrations and impact
- D handle grip provides grip for improved leverage
- Heat-treated steel head

D-HANDLE SQUARE POINT SHOVEL  BDS7247
- Solid hardwood handle absorbs vibrations and impact
- D handle grip provides grip for improved leverage
- Heat-treated steel head
ACCUSCAPE® PROSERIES FIBERGLASS LONG HANDLE

CONTRACTOR RAKE DISPLAY BDS7248D

Display Includes:
• 24 Pieces - contractor rakes
30 IN. / 76.2 CM DELUXE POLY RAKE BDS6475

- Polycarbonate rake tines
- Heavy duty steel pole
- Oversized comfort grip

24 IN. / 60.96 CM DELUXE POLY RAKE BDS6474

- Polycarbonate rake tines
- Heavy duty steel pole
- Oversized comfort grip

14 IN. / 35.56 CM DELUXE POLY RAKE BDS6473

- Polycarbonate rake tines
- Heavy duty steel pole
- Oversized comfort grip

CONTRACTOR GRADE SPRINGBACK RAKE BDS7248

- Tempered, heat-treated steel for greater strength and longer life
- Fiberglass handle for greater durability - will not rot or splinter
- Wood reinforced core for extra strength
- TPR cushion grip
ACCUSCAPE® LONG HANDLE

30 IN. / 76.2 CM POLY FAN RAKE BDS7251
- Reinforced, durable poly tines
- Lightweight, wood handle

24 IN. / 60.96 CM POLY FAN RAKE BDS7252
- Reinforced, durable poly tines
- Lightweight, wood handle

8 IN. / 20.32 CM POLY SHRUB RAKE BDS7667
- Reinforced, durable poly tines
- Lightweight, wood handle

20 IN. / 50.8 CM POLY / STEEL LEAF RAKE BDS7221
- 22 Steel tines
- Lightweight, wood handle

8 IN. / 20.3 CM STEEL SHRUB RAKE BDS7220
- 11 Steel tines
- Lightweight, wood handle
24 IN. / 60.96 CM DELUXE SPRINGBACK RAKE BDS7249
- Continuous tempered steel tines
- 54 IN. / 137.16 CM Hardwood handle

22 IN. / 55.88 CM DELUXE SPRINGBACK RAKE BDS7250
- Continuous tempered steel tines
- 48 IN / 121.92 CM Hardwood handle

20 IN. / 50.8 CM STEEL TINE LAWN RAKE BDS6543
- Tempered steel tines
- 45 IN. / 114.3 CM Hardwood handle
- 25 Tines

ADJUSTABLE STEEL RAKE BDS7677
- Adjusts from 7 IN. / 17.78 CM to 25 IN. / 63.5 CM wide
- Locks in any position
- Uses minimal storage space
HAND DIGGING

ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES
ACCUSCAPE® PROSERIES HAND DIGGING

**TROWEL WITH BLADE ARMOR™ BDS6443**
- Heat treated hardened steel
- Ergonomic handle with soft grip

**CULTI-HOE WITH BLADE ARMOR™ BDS6445**
- Heat treated hardened steel
- Ergonomic handle with soft grip

**CULTIVATOR WITH BLADE ARMOR™ BDS6446**
- Heat treated hardened steel
- Ergonomic handle with soft grip

**FAN RAKE WITH BLADE ARMOR™ BDS6447**
- Heat treated hardened steel
- Ergonomic handle with soft grip

**TRANSPLANTER WITH BLADE ARMOR™ BDS6448**
- Heat treated hardened steel
- Serrated tool head for cutting
- Ergonomic handle with soft grip

**SCOOP WITH BLADE ARMOR™ BDS6449**
- Heat treated hardened steel
- Ergonomic handle with soft grip
ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES

ACCUSCAPE™ PROSERIES
HAND DIGGING
ACCUSCAPE® PROSERIES HAND DIGGING

**SERRATED TROWEL BDS7678**
- Ergonomic comfort grip
- Stainless steel head

**TRANSPLANTER BDS7679**
- Ergonomic comfort grip
- Stainless steel head

**CULTIVATOR BDS7680**
- Ergonomic comfort grip
- Stainless steel head

**FAN RAKE BDS7681**
- Ergonomic comfort grip
- Stainless steel head

**CULTI-HOE BDS7682**
- Ergonomic comfort grip
- Stainless steel head

**LARGE SOIL SCOOP BDS7683**
- Ergonomic comfort grip
- Stainless steel head

**WEEDER WITH LEVERAGE BAR BDS7684**
- Ergonomic comfort grip
- Stainless steel head
ACCUSCAPE® HAND DIGGING

- Ergonomic comfort grip
- STAINLESS STEEL SERRATED TROWEL BDS7259
- Ergonomic comfort grip
- STAINLESS STEEL TRANSPLANTER BDS7260
- Ergonomic comfort grip
- STAINLESS STEEL CULTIVATOR BDS7261
- Ergonomic comfort grip
- STAINLESS STEEL FAN RAKE BDS7262

- Ergonomic comfort grip
- STAINLESS STEEL CULTI-HOE BDS7263
- Ergonomic comfort grip
- STAINLESS STEEL LARGE SOIL SCOOP BDS7264
- Ergonomic comfort grip
- STAINLESS STEEL WEEEDER WITH LEVERAGE BAR BDS7265
- Ergonomic comfort grip
ACCUSCAPE® HAND DIGGING

**TROWEL BDS7270**
- Heat-treated hardened steel
- Comfortable easy grip handle

**CULTI-HOE BDS7271**
- Heat-treated hardened steel
- Comfortable easy grip handle

**CULTIVATOR BDS7272**
- Heat-treated hardened steel
- Comfortable easy grip handle

**TRANSPLANTER BDS7273**
- Heat-treated hardened steel
- Comfortable easy grip handle

**FAN RAKE BDS7274**
- Heat-treated hardened steel
- Comfortable easy grip handle

**MULTI-PURPOSE GARDENING TOOL BDS7289**
- Serrated edge for cutting or mulching
- Trowel / transplanter for digging in the garden
- Weeder tip for getting weeds at their roots
- Includes nylon sheath with belt loop
HERITAGE TROWEL BDS7275
• Stainless steel head
• Contoured wood handle
• Leather hand strap

HERITAGE SCOOP BDS7276
• Stainless steel head
• Contoured wood handle
• Leather hand strap

HERITAGE WEEDEB BDS7277
• Stainless steel head
• Contoured wood handle
• Leather hand strap

HERITAGE CULTIVATOR BDS7278
• Stainless steel head
• Contoured wood handle
• Leather hand strap

HERITAGE “L” KNIFE BDS7279
• Stainless steel head
• Contoured wood handle
• Leather hand strap

HERITAGE TRANSPLANTER BDS7280
• Stainless steel head
• Contoured wood handle
• Leather hand strap
PROSERIES HERITAGE CULTI-HOE BDS7281
- Stainless steel head
- Contoured wood handle
- Leather hand strap

PROSERIES HERITAGE TROWEL BDS7282
- Stainless steel head
- Contoured wood handle
- Leather hand strap

PROSERIES HERITAGE FORK BDS6563
- Stainless steel head
- Contoured wood handle
- Leather hand strap
CAST ALUMINIUM TROWEL BDS7283
- Polished cast aluminium
- Comfortable easy grip handle

CAST ALUMINIUM TRANSPLANTER BDS7284
- Polished cast aluminium
- Comfortable easy grip handle

CAST ALUMINIUM CULTIVATOR BDS7285
- Polished cast aluminium
- Comfortable easy grip handle

WOOD TROWEL BDS7266
- Chrome plated carbon steel head
- Wood handle with TPR comfort grip

WOOD TRANSPLANTER BDS7267
- Chrome plated carbon steel head
- Wood handle with TPR comfort grip

WOOD CULTIVATOR BDS7268
- Chrome plated carbon steel head
- Wood handle with TPR comfort grip

WOOD WEEDER BDS7269
- Chrome plated carbon steel head
- Wood handle with TPR comfort grip
**TELESCOPIC TROWEL** BDS7253

- Strong, lightweight steel handle extends for extra reach and leverage
- Comfortable soft non-slip grip
- Durable heat-treated head
- Rust resistant powder coated paint

**TELESCOPIC SHRUB RAKE** BDS7254

- Strong, lightweight steel handle extends for extra reach and leverage
- Comfortable soft non-slip grip
- Durable heat-treated head
- Rust resistant powder coated paint

**TELESCOPIC 5 TINE CULTIVATOR** BDS7255

- Strong, lightweight steel handle extends for extra reach and leverage
- Comfortable soft non-slip grip
- Durable heat-treated head
- Rust resistant powder coated paint

**TELESCOPIC 3 TINE CULTIVATOR** BDS7256

- Strong, lightweight steel handle extends for extra reach and leverage
- Comfortable soft non-slip grip
- Durable heat-treated head
- Rust resistant powder coated paint

**TELESCOPIC WEEDER** BDS7257

- Strong, lightweight steel handle extends for extra reach and leverage
- Comfortable soft non-slip grip
- Durable heat-treated head
- Rust resistant powder coated paint

**TELESCOPIC CULTI-HOE** BDS7258

- Strong, lightweight steel handle extends for extra reach and leverage
- Comfortable soft non-slip grip
- Durable heat-treated head
- Rust resistant powder coated paint
ULTIMATE GARDEN KNIFE BDS7236

- Offset handle protects hand and provides leverage
- V-Channel weed puller
- Tempered steel blade
- Depth gauge
- Serrated edge cuts sod
- Fully welded construction
- Ergonomic TPR grip
- Nylon sheath

ULTIMATE CULTI-HOE BDS7237

- V-Channel weed puller
- Scooping front tool cultivates soil
- Narrow axe on opposite side
- High impact polymer handle
- Heat treated cast construction
- TPR grip
GARDEN TILLER BDS7624
- Comfort grip
- Heavy duty steel head

GARDEN WEEDER BDS7625
- Comfort grip
- Heavy duty steel head

GARDEN TILLER BDS7623
- Comfort grip
- Heavy duty steel head

WOOD HANDLE CULTI-HOE BDS7685
- Heavy duty steel head
- Non slip grip
- Hardwood handle

BULB PLANTER BDS7291
- Comfort grip
- Durable steel construction

STEEL BULB PLANTER BDS7288
- Powder coated steel body
- Hammertone finish
- Hardwood handle

LONG HANDLED BULB PLANTER BDS7290
- Heavy gauge chrome plated steel
EASY CULTIVATOR BDS7686
- Heavy duty steel construction
- Long handle for leverage

WEED REMOVER BDS7286
- Stainless steel spikes
- Spring action weed release
- Lightweight aluminium body

PRO WEED REMOVER BDS7287
- Stainless steel textured spikes
- Zinc plated handles with non-slip grip
- Spring action weed release
- Lightweight aluminium body
- Zinc plated side step for maximum leverage
SPRAYERS
1.5 L / 0.39 G
HAND HELD SPRAYER BDS7700
• Maximum operating pressure 2.5 Bar / 36.25 PSI
• Polypropylene nozzle
• In-line anti-clog filter

2 L / 0.53 G
HAND HELD SPRAYER BDS7701
• Maximum operating pressure 2.5 Bar / 36.25 PSI
• Polypropylene nozzle
• In-line anti-clog filter

3.7 L / 1 G
PRESSURE SPRAYER BDS7731
• Pressure release valve
• Polypropylene wand
• Easy pour cup
• In-line anti-clog filter
• Wand length 14.17 IN. / 35.99 CM
• Hose length 47.24 IN. / 119.98 CM
• Maximum operating pressure 2.5 Bar / 36.25 PSI

8 L / 2.1 G
PRESSURE SPRAYER BDS7706
• Pressure release valve
• Polypropylene wand
• Easy pour cup
• In-line anti-clog filter
• Wand length 14.17 IN. / 35.99 CM
• Hose length 47.24 IN. / 119.98 CM
• Maximum operating pressure 2.5 Bar / 36.25 PSI
ACCUSCAPE® SPRAYERS

1.5 L / 0.39 G
HAND HELD SPRAYER BDS7727
- Seal Type: VITON
- Maximum operating pressure 2.5 Bar / 36.25 PSI
- Polypropylene nozzle
- In-line anti-clog filter

2 L / 0.53 G
HAND HELD SPRAYER BDS7728
- Seal Type: VITON
- Maximum operating pressure 2.5 Bar / 36.25 PSI
- Polypropylene nozzle
- In-line anti-clog filter

3.7 L / 1 G
PRESSURE SPRAYER BDS7729
- Seal Type: VITON
- Pressure release valve
- Polypropylene wand
- Easy pour cup
- In-line anti-clog filter
- Wand length 14.17 IN. / 35.99 CM
- Hose length 47.24 IN. / 119.98 CM
- Maximum operating pressure 2.5 Bar / 36.25 PSI

8 L / 2.1 G
PRESSURE SPRAYER BDS7730
- Seal Type: VITON
- Pressure release valve
- Polypropylene wand
- Easy pour cup
- In-line anti-clog filter
- Wand length 14.17 IN. / 35.99 CM
- Hose length 47.24 IN. / 119.98 CM
- Maximum operating pressure 2.5 Bar / 36.25 PSI
ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES

ACCUSCAPE® PROSERIES SPRAYERS

1.5 L / 0.39 G HAND HELD SPRAYER BDS7720
- Locking trigger
- Seal Type: VITON
- Pressure release valve
- Maximum operating pressure
  2.5 Bar / 36.25 PSI
- Polypropylene nozzle

2 L / 0.53 G HAND HELD SPRAYER BDS7721
- Locking trigger
- Seal Type: VITON
- Pressure release valve
- Maximum operating pressure
  2.5 Bar / 36.25 PSI
- Polypropylene nozzle

1.5 L / 0.39 G HAND HELD SPRAYER BDS7722
- Locking trigger
- Seal Type: VITON
- Pressure release valve
- Maximum operating pressure
  2.5 Bar / 36.25 PSI
- Polypropylene nozzle

2 L / 0.53 G HAND HELD SPRAYER BDS7723
- Locking trigger
- Seal Type: VITON
- Pressure release valve
- Maximum operating pressure
  2.5 Bar / 36.25 PSI
- Polypropylene nozzle
5 L / 1.3 G COMMERCIAL PRESSURE SPRAYER BDS7724
- Seal Type: VITON
- Pressure release valve
- Inline anti-clog filter
- Polypropylene nozzle
- Polypropylene wand
- Wand length 14.17 IN. / 35.99 CM
- Hose length 47.24 IN. / 119.98 CM
- Maximum operating pressure 2.5 Bar / 36.25 PSI

8 L / 2.1 G COMMERCIAL PRESSURE SPRAYER BDS7725
- Seal Type: VITON
- Pressure release valve
- Inline anti-clog filter
- Polypropylene nozzle
- Polypropylene wand
- Wand length 14.17 IN. / 35.99 CM
- Hose length 47.24 IN. / 119.98 CM
- Pressure 2.5 Bar / 36.25 PSI Maximum operating pressure
WHEELBARROWS

7 CU. FT. / 0.19 CU. M
STEEL TUB WHEELBARROW BDS6513
- Loading capacity: 352.74 LB / 160 KG
- Sand capacity: 7 CU. FT / 0.19 CU M
- Water capacity: 26.4 Gallons / 100 Liters
- Steel handles
- Textured grip handles
- Stability feet for extra support

6 CU. FT. / 0.16 CU. M
STEEL TUB WHEELBARROW BDS6514
- Loading capacity: 308.64 LB / 140 KG
- Sand capacity: 6 CU. FT / 0.17 CU M
- Water capacity: 26.4 Gallons / 100 Liters
- Hardwood handles
6 CU. FT. / 0.16 CU. M
POLY TUB WHEELBARROW BDS6515

- Loading capacity: 308.64 LB / 140 KG
- Sand capacity: 6 CU FT. / 0.16 CU M
- Water capacity: 26.4 Gallons / 100 Liters
- Steel handles
- Textured grip handles
- Pneumatic tire
- Lightweight molded poly rim

8 CU. FT. POLY / 0.22 CU M
TUB WHEELBARROW BDS6516

- Loading capacity: 352.74 LB / 160 KG
- Sand capacity: 8 CU FT. / 0.22 CU M
- Water capacity: 36.98 Gallons / 140 Liters
- Steel handles
- Textured grip handles
- Pneumatic tire
GARDEN CARTS

6 CU. FT. / 0.16 CU. M
POLY TUB GARDEN CART BDS8310

- Loading capacity: 1500 LB / 680 KG
- Sand capacity: 6 CU. FT / 0.16 CU M
- 2 IN 1 Handle for hand pull or tow behind
- Spring loaded handle keeps handle off the ground
- Quick release lock allows for hassle free dumping
- 33 CM Pneumatic tires for rugged terrain

6.5 CU. FT. / 0.18 CU. M
POLY TUB GARDEN CART BDS8318

- Loading capacity: 1400 LB / 635 KG
- Sand capacity: 6 CU. FT / 0.17 CU M
- 2 IN 1 Handle for hand pull or tow behind
- Spring loaded handle keeps handle off the ground
- Quick release lock allows for hassle free dumping
- 33 CM Pneumatic tires for rugged terrain
**4 CU. FT. / 0.11 CU. M**

**POLY TUB GARDEN CART BDS8317**

- Loading capacity: 1200 LB / 544 KG
- Sand capacity: 4 CU FT. / 0.11 CU M
- 2 IN 1 Handle for hand pull or tow behind
- Spring loaded handle keeps handle off the ground
- Quick release lock allows for hassle free dumping
- 33 CM Pneumatic tires for rugged terrain

---

**8 CU. FT. / 0.22 CU M**

**STEEL MESH GARDEN CART BDS8316**

- Loading capacity: 1400 LB / 635 KG
- Sand capacity: 8 CU FT. / 0.22 CU M
- 2 IN 1 Handle for hand pull or tow behind
- Spring loaded handle keeps handle off the ground
- Removable sides for easy convert to flat bed
- 33 CM Pneumatic tires for rugged terrain
5.5 CU. FT. / 0.15 CU. M STEEL MESH GARDEN CART BDS8315

- Loading capacity: 1200 LB / 544 KG
- Sand capacity: 5.5 CU FT. / 0.15 CU M
- 2 IN 1 Handle for hand pull or tow behind
- Spring loaded handle keeps handle off the ground
- Removable sides for easy convert to flat bed
- 33 CM Pneumatic tires for rugged terrain

4 CU. FT. / 0.11 CU. M STEEL MESH GARDEN CART BDS8314

- Loading capacity: 800 LB / 362 KG
- Sand capacity: 4 CU FT. / 0.11 CU M
- Spring loaded handle keeps handle off the ground
- Removable sides for easy convert to flat bed
- 33 CM Pneumatic tires for rugged terrain
DISPLAYS
CUTTING TOOL DUMP BIN DISPLAY BDS6934D

Display Includes:
- 48 Pieces each - drop forged pruner, pruner combo pack
- 24 Pieces each - mini bypass lopper

Ask us how to customize this display

HAND TOOL DUMP BIN DISPLAY BDS6935D

- 48 Pieces each - trowel, fan rake and cultivator
FATMAX® WATERING DISPLAY BDS6997PD

- Professional Garden Hose
- Duraflex Expanding Hose
- 8 Pattern Heavy Duty Trigger Nozzle
- 3 Way Adjustable Trigger Nozzle
- BDS6650HP Half Pallet Option (30 PCS)
  - 20” x 48”
  - Available in yellow or black

- BDS6650P Full Pallet Option (60 PCS)
  - 40” x 48”
  - Available in yellow or black

- PolyFusion Technology®
- Anti Kink® Technology
- 500 PSI
- 5/8 In. Diameter
- Ultimate weather performance
- Lightweight and strong
- Available in various lengths
- Available in yellow or black

PolyFusion Technology
Ultimate Weather Performance
500 PSI Burst Strength
Anti Kink Technology
CUTTING / DIGGING TOOL DISPLAY BDS6937D
Display Includes:
- Pruners, loppers, hedge shears, grass shears, folding saws and hand tools

CUTTING / DIGGING TOOL DISPLAY BDS6938D
Display Includes:
- Pruners, loppers, hand tools, hedge shears and grass shears
TELESCOPIC / HAND TOOL DISPLAY BDS6939D

Display Includes:
- Telescopic digging tools
- Stainless steel hand tools
- Easy grip series
- Mini D handle shovel

CUTTING TOOL DISPLAY BDS6940D

Display Includes:
- Bypass pruners, household shears, pruners, loppers, hedge shears, grass shears and folding saws
TELESCOPIC 2 SIDED MINI DISPLAY BDS6941D
Display Includes:
• Hand tools, telescopic shovels, telescopic culti-hoes and telescopic 4-tine rakes

LONG HANDLE TOOL DISPLAY BDS6942D
Display Includes:
• Shovels, rakes and hoes
24 IN. / 60.96 CM POLY RAKE DISPLAY BDS7252D

Display Includes:
• 24 Pieces - poly rakes

30 IN. / 76.2 CM POLY RAKE DISPLAY BDS7251D

Display Includes:
• 24 Pieces - poly rakes
LONG HANDLE TOOL DISPLAY BDS8103D

Display Includes:
• Shovels, bow rakes and springback rakes
LONG HANDLE TOOL DISPLAY BDS7231D

Display Includes:
• Grain Shovels

LONG HANDLE TOOL DISPLAY BDS-DHAN

Display Includes:
• Grain shovels, square head and round point d handle shovels
DISPLAYS

22 IN. / 55.88 CM
SPRINGBACK RAKE DISPLAY BDS7250D

Display Includes:
• 24 Pieces - 22 IN. / 55.88 CM springback rakes

24 IN. / 60.96 CM
SPRINGBACK RAKE DISPLAY BDS7249CD

Display Includes:
• 24 Pieces - 24 IN. / 60.96 CM springback rakes
CONTRACTOR RAKE DISPLAY BDS7248D

Display Includes:
• 24 Pieces - contractor rakes